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So Ogel was trying to 
destroy the specimen?

Yes, and when I 
confronted him, 
he just attacked.

I don’t want to believe it, 
but it looks to be true.

He was running all sorts of simulations.



I know, and then he—

What is it Dash?

The cell...

It’s been opened



Dash you are a fool.

That thing needed 
to be disposed of.

What the- Raarrrr

Raarrrr

No brother



This one saved me.

There are two of you?

Yes, and soon 
there will be 
many more. But 
you rescued me. 
I saw you free 
me and fight the 
others off.

But of course. They 
were looking at ways 
to exterminate you. But who are you? 

Where did you 
come from?

All your questions will be 
answered in time. But after 
we conquer all the hosts.

Hosts? The scientists. 
Where are they?



We are symbiotic creatures. We take over a host body along 
with all their knowledge. Which is 
why we can speak to you.

I will offer you a chance to 
help us, in order to spare 
your life.

I think we can help each 
other. If you help me 
eliminate the Alpha Team.

Now come on. I know of 
an unused N.A.S.A. site 
we can set up as our base.



Radia, what happened here?

Dash, it was-

Rest Radia.

We heard her scream. When 
we got here, she was down.

And the specimen was gone.

Dash, I’m sorry.
I was running some tests, and the pod 
just opened. I don’t know where it 
went. Tee Vee is scanning the base.

Where’s Ogel?

It’s time for a team meeting.



So this is it?



Yes, N.A.S.A. was building it for a 
mission, but that was scrapped about 
three years ago.

It’s the perfect hideout 
to construct our orbs.

Which we can then drop on 
the unsuspecting public.

And the Alpha Team 
won’t be able to stop us. No one will be able 

to stop us.



Dash you are a fool. You tried to cast me out.

But now I will 
rise, and no one 
will be safe.



He seems to be cooperating.
Just let him have his moment. 
He won’t be in charge for long.

He’s helped us get 
this far, but he’s 
about to outlive 
his use.

Yes, and once we have our 
orbs produced he’ll be out 
of the picture.

But of course. So let’s get to work and 
get on with conquering this planet like 
we have so many others.



Our first batch of orbs is complete.

Excellent. And I presume 
more are on the way.

Yes, we should be ready for our 
first attack in a day or two. I would like to see the 

stock pile.

Right this way.

BEEPBEEP



Ogel—

Actually I prefer you call me master.
Master

Excellent. The tech works.

Now go. And put these chips on all 
the orbs. So now all of the drones 
will follow me.

Brother, where have you been. 
Our orbs are almost complete. 
What’s with the uniform?

Brother?



All hail Ogel.




